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INTRODUCTION

Included among City Council priorities for Fiscal Year 2017/18 is the assessment of
expanding LED street lighting City-wide. Implementation of the LED street lighting plan
is the deliverable included in the Fiscal Year 2018/19 City Council priorities. Of the total
approximately 5,000 streetlights currently installed in the City, approximately 90 LED
fixtures are in use along Robertson Boulevard and Santa Monica Boulevard. After
reviewing LED lighting products and lighting controls from various vendors and
evaluating their product against specific criteria, staff recommended the selection of the
Philips lighting and control product as the best product for use by the City. Staff
presented its findings to the Public Works Commission on three occasions, consulted
with the IT Tech Committee and its members on multiple occasions, conducted multiple
demonstrations for public safety personnel and community members in the 600 block of
North Arden Drive and presented a summary of these activities to the City Council
Liaison to the Public Works Commission.
Conversion of the street lights to LED is projected to reduce energy consumption by
68% (3,253 MWh) with an on bill savings of approximately $247,000 annually. If lighting
controls (Adaptive Controls
nodes mounted within the lighting fixture providing the
ability to dim lights and receive greater savings) are included in the project, an additional
10% (528 MWh) of energy savings can be achieved with an on bill savings of $287,000
annually can be realized.
—

Budget for the purchase of the LED lights fixtures has been approved in the amount of
$2.5M to date. If lighting controls (Adaptive Controls) are included, additional funding of
approximately $1 .7M (not including installation or contingency) will be required.

Meeting Date: June 19, 2018
This report presents an overview analysis, selection, cost projection and public process
as currently known for the project. (See Attachments 1 to 3) Staff will return at a future
date with a full scope of work, schedule and contract approval request including an
appropriations funding request to purchase the lighting control system and for
contingency.
BACKGROUND

Staff estimates that 19% of the City’s municipal government annual electricity use is
attributed to street lighting, resulting in $367,000 in electricity costs for City-owned street
lights alone each year. There are approximately 5,000 street lights installed throughout
the City. Ninety (90) percent are located in residential areas and ten (10) percent are
located on major thoroughfares and the Business Triangle. The residential areas use a
cobra head fixture and decorative fixtures are used elsewhere. Both cobra head and
decorative lighting fixtures use high pressure sodium (HPS), metal halides (MH) or
mercury vapor lamps. These lamps are rated between 100 and 400 watts to provide
adequate lighting for safety required for residential and commercial use.
The City, in its efforts to become more environmentally sustainable, adopted the LED
Streetlight Replacement Initiative Program in Fiscal Year 2015/16. This program is in
conformance with the current Fiscal Year 2017/18 City Council Priorities. Funding in the
amount of $2.5M has been budgeted for this program.
Since 2009, the City has looked into installing LED technology within its streetlights to
become more environmentally sustainable and to benefit from electrical cost savings.
Due to the rapid advancement in technology, the City did not rush into installing LEDs.
Rather, the City, in its due diligence, patiently studied and monitored advancements in
LED technology, costs and how other cities implemented LED street lights.
Consequently, advancements and improvements in the technology eventually lowered
the cost to retrofit the existing infrastructure and have produced better quality devices.
In addition, the LED fixtures can now be controlled wirelessly with lighting control
systems that will be able to provide energy monitoring, asset management system and
individual light control. With these advancements, the City has an opportunity to take
steps towards becoming a “Smart City” with the addition of the lighting control system.
In its current state, this is the right time to implement the program in order for the City to
start benefitting from the energy cost savings and demonstrate its stewardship towards
the environment.
The program framework which includes lighting and lighting control, fiscal analysis
(return on investment), public safety and community analyses and product evaluation
and recommendation were presented to the Public Works Commission and IT Technical
Committee members several times since January 2018. The product and staff
recommendation for implementation were approved by both prior to having it discussed
with the City Council Liaison to the Public Works Commission. Attachments 1 through 3
provide the detailed synopsis of the events. The program was presented to the City
Council Public Works Commission Liaison Committee on May 31, 2018. Mayor Gold
and Council Member Wunderlich were presented with a project update including
meetings and demonstrations to date and upcoming outreach events. The Liaison
requested that staff list the benefits and disadvantages of having a lighting control
system and present it to the Public Works Commission in June and City Council at a
later date.
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DISCUSSION
With the advancement in LED fixtures and lessons learned from other agencies during
their LED replacement program, staff is recommending that the City proceed with the full
implementation of the LED Street Light Replacement Program. The full implementation
will allow the City to start benefitting from electrical cost savings and take full advantage
of financial incentives from Southern California Edison (SCE).
By moving forward, the City will begin receiving the benefits of LED streetlights such as:
1. Reduced energy consumption by 68% (3,253 MWh), which is equivalent to
energy cost savings of approximately $247,000 annually.
2. Lower maintenance costs because light sources last longer, requiring less
frequent lamp replacement. This is equivalent to approximately $138,000 annual
savings in material and staff time for lamp replacement.
3. Improved lighting by having consistent, even distribution and directed lighting
where it is needed the most.
4. Reduced glare: LEDs direct light downward onto the roadway and reduce the
amount of light that is directed into a driver’s eyes.
5. Enhanced controllability with options for instant on/off and light level adjustments
to make LED lights better suited for use with advanced lighting control systems.
6. Reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, which is equivalent to 240 vehicles
off the road annually.
7. Qualification for utility rebates where cost savings can be accomplished. For this
project, the City is eligible to receive $52,000 incentives from SCE.
The LED Street Light Replacement Program framework was presented to the Public
Works Commission and IT Tech Committee members since January 2018. The
framework included lighting, lighting control (Adaptive Control), fiscal analysis (Return on
Investment (ROl)) and public safety and community outreach analyses.
The lighting analysis was predicated on the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES)
standards, which is the industry standard for street lighting and research from other
cities in terms of color temperature (i.e. warm or cool colors). As the result, the program
is recommending that all residential street lights will be lit using a 3000 Kelvin (K) LED
color temperature that will produce a light color similar to a halogen or incandescent
lights which are warmer (darker) and lesser “white” color. This color temperature has
been used in the residential areas in Los Angeles, San Clemente, Redondo Beach,
Newport Beach and Mission Viejo as they were preferred by their residents. For the
commercial and major thoroughfare areas, the program is recommending 4000K LED
color temperature. 4000K color is more natural white and is equivalent to metal halide
lamps that are located in some of the city’s major thoroughfares. A current example of
4000K LED can be found on North Santa Monica Boulevard and pedestrian lights on
Robertson Blvd.
The implementation of lighting controls was added to this program as it was highly
recommended by the IT Technical Committee. The benefits of including lighting controls
for this program are:
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1. Provide an additional 10% in energy savings (528 MWh/year) which is an on bill
savings equivalent to $287,000 annually (78% reduction out of $367,000 annual
energy cost).
2. Individual control of each street light (ON/OFF) without sending personnel.
3. Individually adjust brightness (Dimming) which will allow the City to dim lights to
extend the lifetime of the LEDs beyond the 10 year warranty. This will allow the City
to fine-tune light brightness to provide both public safety and aesthetic preference.
4. Monitor Energy Consumption
adjust dimming sequence to maximize energy
reduction.
5. Send notification on lighting system faults which includes power outages and calls for
service.
6. Help predict the life end of a light fixture (luminaire running time). Modify lighting
replacement program from yearly to as-needed.
7. Asset management tool that will store luminaire, light pole, pole location (GPS),
cabinets, luminaire running time and provide the ability to link a work order system.
8. Connected lighting system can be used to drive Smart City growth and
transformation.
—

Public Safety evaluation and Public Outreach activities were also conducted as part of
the program. As part of this outreach, LED lights were installed at the 600 block of North
Arden Drive for demonstration.
From April 30, to May 1, 2018, Public Safety evaluated the lighting quality produced by
the LED lights. As part of the demonstration, different light settings were evaluated.
Overall, Public Safety does not feel there are any negative impacts by installing LED
lights. Rather, they appreciate, regardless of the light settings that these lights provide,
a clearer image of the overall environment compared to the existing streetlights. They
believe this improved lighting quality will enable them to better identify color and
activities occurring at night.
Public Outreach demonstration nights were scheduled on June 4, and June 11, 2018,
from 9:00 PM to 10:00 PM. The demonstration nights were at the same location as the
Public Safety demonstration. The purpose was to introduce the community to the
residential LED lights’ (3000K) luminescence and demonstrate the lighting controls. The
demonstration provided staff with the following key feedback:
1. Favored LED lighting quality compared to existing streetlights (brightness).
2. Preferred brightness level is set between 50-60%.
3. Appreciated the lighting control functions and finds it beneficial as part of the
project.
4. Suggested the pedestrian lighting, but this program is not pursuing such addition.
Product Recommendation
After reviewing the LED lighting and lighting control products from various vendors and
evaluating them against specific criteria, staff recommended the selection of Philips.
(See Attachment 2). The Philips product has been used in approximately 523,000 street
lights in the United States and more than 1 million are installed in North America.
Philips’ lighting control system (City Touch) is used worldwide. It is competitively priced
and the cobra heads are lighting control ready. A detailed analysis for product
recommendation is included in Attachment 2.
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Procurement and Installation Recommendation
Staff recommended utilizing the National Joint Powers Alliance (NJPA) process for the
procurement of LED lights and installation services. The NJPA process allows the City
to retain a qualified, competitively selected contractor and secure Philips LED fixtures
and lighting control system at a competitive price. This process is authorized under
California law and results in no additional cost or liability to the City. In order to use this
method, the project will need to go through a public heating process to authorize the
contract.
Fiscal Analysis:
The overall cost for converting the City’s street light system to Philips LEDs is estimated
at $2.5M with an ROl period of 7 years. With the addition of the lighting control, an
additional $1.7M will be needed to purchase the system. This will increase the total
project cost estimate to $4.2M with ROl of 10 years. (See Table 1) The utility incentive
was also applied to this assessment. For this program, the ROl is driven by the energy
cost savings and the annual relamping cost for the City’s current street light system.
The annual relamping cost saving for this project is estimated at $1 18,000 annually. The
estimate is based on the current annual relamping cost of $138,000 and the projected
relamping cost of $20,000 annually after the LEDs are installed. The current annual
relamping cost is a fully burdened estimate that includes purchasing replacement lamps,
staff time and equipment to replace approximately 660 lights annually. The projected
relamping cost is based on a conservative estimate that 2% (100 units) of the LEDs will
need to be replaced due to failure along with the replacement of damaged fixtures due to
pole or light knockdown events.
Table 1: FISCAL ANALYSIS
LED New Fixtures
No Adaptive
Controls
Totals
367,000.00
$
120,000.00
$
247,000.00
$

Estimated Existing Annual Lighting Energy Cost
Estimated ProposedAnnual Lighting Energy Cost
Estimated Annual Lighting Energy Savings
Advance Controls Savings
1St Year Estimated Energy Savings
Annual Relamping Cost Savings
Estimated Annual Savings

$
$
$
$

Additional
Funding Needed
Totals

$ 2,469,720.00 $ 4,223,458.00
$ (52,000.00) $ (52,000.00)

Philips
Estimated Utility Incentive
Net project cost

Payback

-

247,000.00
118,000.00
365,000.00

Adaptive Controls
With Dim Values
Totals
367,000.00
$
120,000.00
$
247,000.00
$
40,000.00
$
287,000.00
$
118,000.00
$
405,000.00
$

Years

$ 2,417,720.00
7

$ 4,171,458.00
10

$ 1,753,738.00

FISCAL IMPACT

The LED Street Light Replacement Program will cost approximately $4.2M, which
includes the replacement of all street lights to LEDs with lighting controls. Funding for
this project is $2.5M budgeted in CIP No.0200: LED Street Light Replacement Program.
The program, as recommended, requires an additional funding appropriation of $2.5M to
cover the purchase of lighting controls and $800,000 for contingency. The contingency
estimate is based on covering the cost for the decorative light fixtures which are more
expensive than the cobra heads, purchase of additional LED light fixtures to replace
failed or knocked down lights or poles and any parts needed to modify the street lighting
system control box.
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RECOMMENDATION

This report is for information only. Staff will be presenting this item to City Council in
July for contract approval and fund appropriation requests.

By
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CITY OF BEVERLY HILLS

BEVERLY
HILLS

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Public Works Commission

FROM:

Josette Descaizo, Environmental Compliance and Sustainability
Programs Manager

DATE:

January 11,2018

SUBJECT:

LED Street Light Replacement Program

ATTACHMENT:

None

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Public Works Commission support the full implementation of the LED
Street Light Replacement Program. The program will be replacing current metal halide (MH)
mercury vapor lamps and high pressure sodium (HPS) lights on approximately 4,400 residential
streetlights and approximately 600 commercial streetlights.

INTRODUCTION
Staff estimates that 19% of the City’s municipal government annual electricity use is attributed
to street lighting, resulting in $367,000 in electricity costs for City-owned streetlights alone each
year. There are approximately 5,000 street lights installed throughout the City. Ninety (90)
percent are located in residential areas and use a cobra head fixture. The remaining ten (10)
percent are non-cobra head fixtures and are located on major thoroughfares and the Business
Triangle. Both cobra head and non-cobra head fixtures use either high pressure sodium (HPS),
metal halides (MH) or mercury vapor lamps. These lamps are rated between 100 and 400 watts
to provide adequate lighting for safety required for residential and commercial use.
The City’s street lights are currently mounted on either concrete or steel poles. Concrete poles
are the vast majority of the inventory and found mostly in residential areas and on the following
commercial thoroughfares:
1. Robertson Boulevard: North City Limit to South City Limit
2. Crescent Drive South of Santa Monica Boulevard. to Wilshire Boulevard
3. Olympic Boulevard: East City Limit to West City Limit.
On the other hand, steel poles are mostly found in the Business Triangle and the following
commercial thoroughfares:
1. Wilshire Boulevard: East City Limit to West City Limit

2. South Beverly Drive: South of Wilshire Boulevard to Olympic Boulevard
3. Santa Monica Boulevard: From Wilshire Boulevard to East City Limit
The City, in its efforts to become mote environmentally sustainable, adopted the LED Streetlight
Replacement Initiative Program. This program is in conformance with the current FYI7/18
Priorities of the City Council. Funding in the amount of $2.5M has been budgeted for this
program.
Since 2009, the City has looked into installing LED technology within its streetlights to become
more environmental sustainable and to benefit from electrical cost savings. As part of recent
street lighting projects, the City has also looked into using the street light system, specifically,
the light fixture, poles, and electrical system to make Beverly Hills a “Smart City.”
For reference, a “Smart City” is defined as an urban area that uses different types of electronic
data collection sensors to supply in formation used to manage assets and resources efficiently.
This includes data collected from citizens, devices, and assets that is processed and analyzed
to monitor and manage traffic and transportation systems, power plants, water supply networks,
waste management law enforcement information systems, schools, libraries, hospitals, and
other community setvices. The smart city concept integrates information, communication
technology, and various physical devices connected to the network to optimize the efficiency of
city operations and services and connect to citizens. Smart city technology allows city officials to
interact directly with both community and city infrastructure and to monitor what is happening in
the city and how the city is evolving.
Due to the rapid advancement in technology, the City did not rush into installing LEDs. Rather,
the City patiently studied and monitored advancements in LED technology that eventually
lowered the cost to retrofit infrastructure and has produced better quality devices. In addition,
the LED fixtures are now capable of being “smart” and supporting “Smart City” devices.
With the current state of LEDs, staff recognizes that this is the time to install LEDs in our street
lights. By installing them, the City will be able to take advantage of electrical cost savings and
lead the City to a mote environmentally sustainable future with the capability of supporting the
future of the “Smart City” initiative.
BACKGROUND
As mentioned above, the City has been looking into installing LEDs since 2009. The information
below chronicles the projects and events occurring within Beverly Hills that have now lead to the
current proposal to move forward with the LED Street Light Replacement Program.
2009: Phase Ill Street Lighting Project
The effort to replace the City’s street lights to LED began in 2009 as part of the Phase Ill
Street Lighting Project. The project involved the conversion of the original existing 5,000-volt
series street lighting circuit system to a modern 240-volt multiple circuit system and the
installation of new conduit, conductor wires, and new light fixtures on existing and new light
poles in the commercial areas. The project areas are detailed in Table 1. During this project,
LED streetlights were still on its infancy stage. There were very limited available types of LED
fixtures that would meet the lighting requirements for safety in the commercial areas. LED
fixtures were also expensive and an unproven technology. In 2009, the costs for LED fixtures
were estimated at $820 per fixture, and the total cost for a full change-out would’ve been $4.1 M.
Upon the recommendations from both the Public Works Commission and the Technology
Committee, the City did not replace the street lights with LEDs at that time. However, the City

—

Council gave direction to proceed on installing LEDs to light the pedestrian pathway in
Robertson Blvd from city-limit to city-limit to demonstrate the illumination effects of LEDs. As
part of this project, staff solicited public input on these LEDs and received no negative feedback
on them. Currently, there are a total of fifty-two (52) LED pedestrian lights installed in the area.
These pedestrian lights are set at 4,000 Kelvin color temperature.
Table 1: 2009 Street Light Replacement Project
LOCATION

#
OF
POLES

DESCRIPTION
OF RECOMMENDED
POLES AND FIXTURES

173

Fluted pole w/ US Architectural Lighting
teardrop fixture and decorative cast base
(Photo 1)

Business Triangle

69

Smooth tapered pole w/ an Aeris fixture
(Photo 2)

S. Beverly Dr- Wilshire Blvd. to
Olympic Blvd.

37

Smooth tapered pole w/an Aeris fixture &
matching pedestrian fixture (Photo 3)

Robertson Blvd.
City limit

City limit to

52

Concrete pile WI a G.E. cobra head (Photo
4) & Beta LEDway LED Pedestrian fixture
(Photo 5)

Crescent Dr.
Santa Monica
Blvd. N. to Wilshire Blvd.

20

Concrete pole WI a G.E. cobra head
(Photo 4)

Olympic Blvd & La Cienega
Blvds. City limit to City Limit

187

G.E. cobra head fixture
concrete pole. (Photo 4).

Wilshire Blvd
limit

—

City limit to City

—

—

on

existing

As part of Phase Ill, the discussion of using the street lighting system, specifically street poles,
to incorporate “Smart City” technology was also evaluated. During those discussions, it was
identified that existing concrete poles were not suitable for “Smart City” because the poles didn’t
have room to install the cables/wires required to power and control the smart device(s).
However, steel poles have the room to accommodate the cable/wires needed to support “Smart
City” technologies. In addition to pole types, staff was asked to look into installing pull boxes at
specific locations to support the future of “Smart City” devices. The City Council directed staff to
include this scope of work as part of this project. Upon the completion of the project in 2011, the
above scope of work was incorporated into the project.
2076 to Present: LED Street Light Replacement Program

In September 2016, staff presented the residential LED Street Light Replacement Program to
the Public Works Commission. At first, the program was designed as a pilot study which will
allow staff to assess the feasibility of proposed energy-efficient street light options and provide
the community a selection from the following LED street light components:
1. Light fixture (luminaires)
2. Color Temperature
3. Light intensity

At the conclusion of the pilot study, staff intended to use the information from the pilot study to
toll-out the residential LED Street Light Replacement Program throughout the City.
A vendor contracted by the City for a related energy efficiency project was engaged to complete
the pilot study. However, due to performance issues with the vendor, the City removed this
scope of work from its contract and the pilot study was never initiated.
In November 2017, staff brought the LED Street Light Demonstration Project to the Public
Works Liaison Committee. The project’s intent was to demonstrate the installation of new LED
light technology at locations neat the Public Works Building (Civic Center Dr., W 3 St, Foothill
Rd, and Alden Dr.) and three blocks of Olympic Blvd. (Maple to Elm Drives) with LED street
lights (See Figure 1) and receive financial incentives from Southern California Edison (SCE) that
were set to expire by December 31, 2017. At the end of the demonstration project, staff
intended to use the information garnered from the project to roll-out the replacement program
throughout the City.
Figure 1: Locations of the LED Street Light Demonstration Project
Public Works Area (Civic Center Dr.,
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This project consisted of replacing high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamps that were eligible for the
incentives from SCE with the latest LED fixtures available in the market. The LED fixtures that
were selected for this project were cobra heads, and the color temperature was going to be set
at 3000K, which is the closest to the color temperature given by the current HPS lamps. In
addition, these LED fixtures are capable of incorporating one Smart City” device on the top of
the fixture that has either a 3-pin or a 7-pin male connection to the LED light fixture. (See Figure
2)
FIGURE 2:

“Smart” device location

The concepts of “smart” streetlights and “Smart City” were also discussed during the meeting.
With today’s technology, LED streetlights can now be controlled (on/off) remotely using nodes
or with photocells. Nodes and photo cells are installed on top of the LED light fixture as seen in
Figure 2. Nodes are controlled by a separate “smart” system while photo cells controls the
on/off function of the street light based on the amount of light entering the photo cell.
As for the “Smart City” initiative, similar issues and potentials discussed during the 2009 Phase
Ill Street Lighting project were raised. To implement what was discussed in 2009 would require
extensive planning that would require replacing street light poles, upgrading the electrical
system and acquiring a “Smart City” system to operate the devices. Such work may be part of
an urban design project. However, with the advancement in technology, there are now available
“Smart City” device like the AnyCOMM tm that one device that has 3-pin/7-pin socket can be

installed on top of the LED fixture. (See Figure 3). This type of device would be using the
existing electrical power available in each street light but will need a separate system to operate
this device wirelessly.
For clarification, today’s LED cobra head fixture can only have one device (either a node,
photocell or AnyCOMM t) installed on top of the fixture.
FIGURE 3: AnyCOMM “Smart City” Device

At the conclusion of the meeting, the Liaison Committee did not support moving forward with the
demonstration project and the corollary incentives that were set to expire on December 31,
2017. However, the committee discussed the need for staff to evaluate in moving forward with
the LED replacement program and start receiving benefits from electrical cost savings and any
other available Southern California Edison (SCE) incentives. The committee also asked staff to
look into demonstrating the ‘smart” control and “Smart City” potential as part of the street light
system.
DISCUSSION
With the advancement in LED fixtures and the lessons learned from other agencies during their
LED replacement program, staff is recommending that the City proceed with the full
implementation of the LED Street Light Replacement Program. The full implementation will
allow the City to receive available financial incentives from SCE and start benefiting from
electrical cost savings.
By moving forward, the City will begin receiving the benefits of LED streetlights such as:
1. Reduce energy consumption by 50 to 70 percent.
2. Lower maintenance costs because light sources last longer, requiring less frequent lamp
replacement.
3. Improved lighting by having consistent, even distribution and directed lighting where it is
needed the most.
4. Reduced glare: LEDs direct light downward onto the roadway and reduce the amount of
light that is directed into a driver’s eyes.
5. Enhanced controllability with options for instant on/off and light level adjustments to
make LED lights better suited for use with advanced lighting control systems.

6. Reduced greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
7. Qualification for utility rebates where cost savings can be accomplished.
LED street lights are not uncommon in the City of Beverly Hills. As previously mentioned, 52
LED fixtures are used to illuminate the pedestrian walkway in Robertson Blvd. In addition, there
are 40 LED fixtures that were installed as part of the Santa Monica Boulevard Reconstruction
Project. In both locations, the LED color temperature is set at 4000K. Based on these two
locations, staff has not received any negative comments about the illumination effects of LEDs
and therefore do not foresee issues with a full roll-out program.
Based on the lessons learned from other agencies, staff is recommending standardizing the
illumination settings that would provide the best public safety and also making it aesthetically
comfortable to the community. To accomplish this, light distribution, color temperature and light
intensity will be pre-selected to meet regulatory requirements for public safety and also adhering
to the uniformity of the City’s streetlights.
The following subsections will provide details on the recommended pre-selected illuminations
settings that will be used for this project
Color Temperature
For residential areas, staff is proposing to set the color temperature at 3000K. At 3000K, the
light is warmer (darker) and there is lesser white” color which is one of the negative comments
about LED street lights. In addition, setting these at 3000K will be similar to the existing light
color in our HPS City street lights. In addition, this color temperature is used in the residential
areas in the cities of Los Angeles, San Clemente, Redondo Beach, Newport Beach and Mission
Viej o.
In addition, by setting the color temperature at 3000K, the City will be minimizing the blue light
environmental impacts from LEDs. An LA Times article “Artificial lights are eating away at dark
nights- and that’s not a good thing” chronicled the impacts of light pollution as a result of the
growth in outdoor lighting. The article attributed the availability and affordability of outdoor
lighting such as LEDs to the growth in outdoor lighting worldwide. One of the impacts is the blue
light and brightness produced by LEDs has been found disruptive to many nocturnal animals
and affecting human physiology. The article suggested a possible solution is to not have the
blue light component in LEDs and correctly positioning light sources so they are not as bright
but still effective.
To address these recent findings, setting the color temperature for the residential areas at
3000K produces a warmer” color temperature similar to the warm appearance of high-pressure
sodium lamps. The “warmer” color temperature LED lights is produced by adding a new highefficiency red-emitting LED to the standard blue LED with yellow phosphors that reduces blue
light emission and also produces more lumens per watt. The Department of Energy (DOE)
calculated that blue light emission is about 20 percent for 3000K LED lamps compared to 30
percent for 4000K LED lamps and about 45 percent for 8000K LED lamps.
Another factor to address these findings is the development of optical systems that reduce the
intensity of light from the LED device before directing it toward the street. For instance, Cree
and Leotek have developed new optical systems that diffuse and distribute light more properly
and reduces the intensity of blue light transmitted.
Figure 4 is the color temperature spectrum for reference.

Figure 4: Color Temperature Spectrum

For commercial and major thoroughfares, staff is proposing to set the color temperature at
4000K. At 4000K, the color is more natural white and equivalent to the color of existing metal
halide lamps. In addition, the LED street lights on North Santa Monica Boulevard are set at
4000K, and deploying future LED street lights at that temperature would provide continuity of
this lighting on major thoroughfares and the commercial areas throughout the City.
Light Fixture fLuminaire)
As for fixture types (luminaire), staff proposes using LED cobra heads to replace the existing
cobra heads fixtures which are in the majority of the City’s residential areas and some major
thoroughfare areas. These cobra heads will have the 3-pin/7-pin socket to make it adaptable for
one smart” control or “Smart City” device that can be installed at a future date. It is estimated
that there are 4,500 cobra heads installed throughout the City. (See Figure 5)
Figure 5: Light Fixture Type (luminaires)

-

GreenCobra Fixture

Current Beverly Hills Fixture

As for non-cobra head fixtures (estimated at 500), the majority are located in the commercial
areas. Staff is proposing to replace this variety of fixtures with fixtures that are similar to what’s
currently installed at various locations the City (See Table 1). The existing fixtures in the
commercial areas have been vetted through the previous Urban Design project and the 2009
Street Light Replacement Project. An example of the unique fixtures deployed throughout the
City is the teardrop light fixtures on Wilshire Boulevard (see Figure 6). Replacing these fixtures
with similar ones would avoid the need to initiate a new Urban Design project and any further
delays in obtaining the cost savings and environmental benefits currently available to the City.
Figure 6: Teardrop light fixture at Wilshire Blvd.

Light Distribution
Light distribution is a function of how far forward the luminaire effective output reaches. Street
lights distribution is dependent on the street application. Cities use the Illuminating Engineering
Society (IES) standards, which is the industry standard for street lighting, to determine which
type of light distribution is required for each street type to provide proper public safety. (Figure 2
shows the four types of lighting distribution.) A brief description of each distribution is listed
below and provides an insight for each type of light distribution:
1. Type 2 is used for wide walkways, on ramps, entrance roadways, as well as other long,
narrow lighting. This type is meant for lighting larger areas and usually is located near

the roadside. This type of lighting is found mostly on smaller side streets or jogging
paths.
2. Type 3 is meant for roadway lighting, general parking areas and other areas where a
larger of lighting is required. Type 3 lighting needs to be placed to the side of the area,
allowing the light to project outward and fill the area. This produces a filling light flow.
Type 3 distribution is intended for luminaires mounted at or near the side of medium
width roadways.
3. Type 4 distribution produces a semicircular light meant for mounting on the sides of
buildings and walls. It’s best for illuminating the perimeter of parking areas and
businesses.
4. Type 5 produces a circular distribution that has the same intensity at all angles. This
distribution has a circular symmetry of candlepower that is essentially the same at all
lateral angles. It is intended for luminaire mounting at or near center of roadways, center
islands of parkway, and intersections. It is also meant for large, commercial parking lot
lighting as well as areas where sufficient, evenly distributed light is necessary
Figure 7: Light Distribution Diagram
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For LED street lights, distribution types are prefabricated in the light fixture (luminaire). In
Beverly Hills, most of the streets are Type 2 or Type 3. Therefore, the LED streetlights that will
be used in the City will either be Type 2 or Type 3. As part of the project implementation,
distribution types will be correctly identified in order to provide the best illumination for public
safety.
Light Intensity
Light intensity is referred to as the brightness level from the light source. LED streetlights
intensity is typically pre-set before installation and can be changed manually to adjust the level
of intensity. For this program, staff recommends that the intensity be set to replicate the current
intensity condition on the field and verified by measurement. It can be adjusted later if it is
deemed to affect public safety.
Smart Controls and Smart City Device
At this moment, staff is not recommending the installation of smart” controls, specifically photo
cells on these LED fixtures. In the current street lighting system, photo cells become counter
intuitive because our streetlights are operated by a timer which allows electricity to run from the
control box to the street pole to turn on and off the streetlights. By installing photocells, timers
must be removed in order to make it function properly. Operational and safety risks associated
by making this change are as follows:

1) Electricity will always be active in the street pole to power the street lights when the
photo cell calls for it. By having electricity always running at the street pole, the City can
become liable if someone gets an electrical shock when tampering with out street light
systems.
2) Since photo cells are attached on top of the fixture, they are always exposed to sunlight
which damages them and shortens its life. Once photo cells are damaged, the LED
lights remain lit and in the process waste electrical energy.
With these potential problems, there is a probability that the maintenance costs will increase
because staff will need to replace both the LED fixture and photo cell.
In addition to photo cells, staff is not recommending any installation of diodes or “Smart City”
devices (similar to AnyCOMM) as part of this project at this time. Currently, the City doesn’t
have “Smart City” systems in place that will be able to operate diodes to control streetlights or
any “Smart City” device. As mentioned in the Background section of this report, a higher
planning level is needed to implement “Smart City” throughout the City. This may require
installation of new street poles which may be part of an urban design project. Since street pole
replacement is an extensive project, there would be a need to set aside funds to replace
existing concrete poles with steel or “Smart City” poles to implement the initiative.
Even though “smart” controls or “Smart City” devices will not be part of this program, the cobra
head LED fixture will be able to install one of these devices on top of the fixture and provide the
City with “smart” capabilities in the future when needed.
Benefits

Staff has been working with the Southern California Regional Energy Network (REN) to develop
approximate costs and benefits for the project. Using the best available data, REN projects that
the City will be saving 2.4 M kWh/year, which is an on-bills savings of approximately $184,000
annually. This is approximately a 50% reduction in energy costs to operate the City’s street
lights.
In addition to annual savings, REN has identified available incentives for replacing metal halide
and mercury vapor lamps. Currently, the City has 550 street lights that carry these lamps, with
an estimated cost to replace at approximately $333,000. With the incentives available, the City
has the potential to receive approximately $53,000 which makes projected net costs for
replacement at less than $280,000. In order to receive this incentive, the City submitted its
application for funding consideration in December 2017 in anticipation of this project moving
forward in 2018. This is probably the last of the SCE incentives that will be available to the City
in the near future. REN has informed the City that such incentives have been discontinued by
the CPUC, and there are no signs it will be coming back in the next two years.
Another benefit of LED streetlights is the deferred maintenance or lamp replacement. Industry
claims that LED light sources last longer, requiring less frequent lamp replacements. For the
City of Beverly Hills’ usage, LED lights are anticipated to last up to 12.5 years (50,000
operational hours) which the industry standard to replace traditional lamps is on average 2.5
years. This will positively impact current workload and add capacity to the team assigned to
street light maintenance by allowing the staff to work on other necessary tasks and projects,
including the maintenance of the City’s growing network of CCTV cameras.
Conclusion
Since 2009, staff has been assessing the financial feasibility of installing LED technology in its
street lights. During this time, the unproven technology and high costs caused the City to hold

off on this project. Today, it is clear that Beverly Hills will benefit by replacing its current street
lights with LEDs.
LED street light technology has made significant strides over the past eight years by producing
dynamic and more reliable and efficient systems that:
1. Further reduce energy consumption.
2. Provide an array of color temperature options to make it aesthetically pleasing for the
community.
3. Provide additional features to allow smart” technology to be installed on top of these
fixtures to operate streetlights and go as far as supporting “Smart City” initiatives.
4. Are cost effective, with incentives available to make transitions a worthwhile investment.
The concern that the community is not ready for the different illumination of LEDs is probably
unfounded because LED streetlights are already deployed in multiple areas in and around the
Southern California region; and they are installed in Beverly Hills to light the pedestrian areas on
Robertson Boulevard and throughout Santa Monica Boulevard. Thus far, there has been no
negative feedback on these locations which further provides justification that the community is
ready for full implementation throughout the City. As provided in this report, staff recommends
using regional best practices to select “warmer” color temperature, intensity and fixtures that will
provide the best public safety and aesthetically pleasing street light illumination throughout the
City.
Lastly, “smart” control and “Smart City” initiatives have been historically linked to the City’s
street lighting projects. At times, the initiative has slowed the conversion to LED street lights.
However, the 2009 Street Lighting Project made provisions to include space to install additional
cables to implement the initiative; and the LED cobra head fixtures that are being recommended
provide the possibility to implement the initiative city-wide when ready. With these in place, the
street lighting system will be capable to accept the “Smart City” systems when they are
determined in the future.
With all these reasons, staff recommends moving forward with the LED Street Light
Replacement Program at this time.
Next Steps
If the Commission recommends moving forward with the project, staff will work with REN to
develop the details for a City-wide LED implementation plan. The implementation plan will
include a more detailed audit for energy savings and environmental benefits. It will also include
looking into additional incentives that maybe available for the City. Most importantly, REN would
assist the City in selecting the best qualified contractor through the National Joint Powers
Alliance (NJPA) which allows the City to retain a qualified, competitively selected contractor for
energy efficiency projects that significantly reduces the time and expense associated with a
traditional local government procurement process. The NJPA also allows the City to procure
LED fixtures at a competitive price. These procedures are expressly authorized under California
law, and result in no additional cost or liability to the City of Beverly Hills.
Before the project commences, staff would return to the Commission to provide the details of
the roll-out and seek its recommendation of this project to the City Council.

FISCAL IMPACT

Funding in the amount of $2.5M has been budgeted for this program. Based on preliminary
estimates, the program will cost $2.2 M to replace the City’s existing street lights with LEDs.
This estimate is based on replacing 4,067 HPS fixtures for a total estimated cost of $1 .8M and
550 metal halides and mercury vapor lamps for a total estimated cost of $330,000. Replacing
City street lights with LED technology is estimated to result in on-bill cost savings of $184,000
per year.
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RECOMMENDATION
Staff is seeking the Public Works Commission recommendation to support the replacement of
approximately 5,000 street lights to LEDs and adding an Adaptive Control System. Staff is
recommending that Philips LED5 fixtures and Philips City Touch System be used for this
program. The replacement to LED lights with Adaptive Controls will save the City 3,781 MWh
per year and $287,000 annually.

BACKGROUND
During the January 11, 2018, Public Works Commission meeting, the Commission unanimously
supported staff’s recommendation to do a complete change out of approximately 5,000 street
lights to LEDs. During this meeting, staff presented that the proposed LED5 are adaptable to
future Adaptive Controls implementation, and also it is adaptable to future Smart City initiatives.
Staff and subject matter experts are confident that replacing the street lights to LEDs will not
impede the future of Smart City initiatives and added that implementation of Adaptive Controls
and Smart City devices can be done after the LED change out.
During the meeting, a member of the IT Technology Committee urged the Commission to
consider adding Adaptive Controls to the project so it can provide additional functionality such
as controlling the dimming and additional electrical and cost savings like the ones in Cambridge
Massachusetts.
On January 18, 2018, Public Works staff was asked to present the LED Replacement Program
to the IT Tech Committee. The Committee acknowledged the goals of the program, however,
urged for additional funding to include Adaptive Controls to increase electrical and cost savings
for the City. The Committee also urged Public Works staff to collaborate with IT staff to review
the feasibility of the Adaptive Controls and future integration with Smart City initiative with this
project.

DISCUSSION
Since January, staff and its consultants have been working on refining the electrical and utility
cost savings and utility incentives for this project. In addition, the team has been working on

assessing LED fixtures (i.e. LED cobra heads) and available Adaptive Control systems. As part
of this assessment, Public Works and IT staff and the consulting team looked into LED fixture
and Adaptive Control products that would best fit when Smart City devices are integrated in the
City’s infrastructure.
Electrical (kWh) and Cost Saving Analysis

As presented in the January II, 2018 Public Works Commission meeting, the annual street light
cost is approximately $367,000. By converting to LEDs, the City was projected to save 2,400
MWh/year (50% energy reduction), which is an on bill savings of approximately $184,000
annually.
These projected savings were further refined by converting the street light system’s wattage
inventory to the equivalent wattage for LED. The conversion shows that the project will be able
to save 3,253 MWh annually (68% energy reduction) with an on-bill savings of $247,000
annually.
Additional energy and cost saving can also be achieved if Adaptive Control Systems are
included with this project. By having an Adaptive Control system, the City can adjust the lighting
(brightness) to save an additional 528 MWh annually which is an on bill savings of $287,000 a
year. For detailed analysis, please refer to Attachment 1.
In addition to electrical and cost saving benefits, the project is eligible to receive approximately
$52,000 incentives from Southern California Edison (SCE). The incentive application has been
submitted and the City is awaiting for the final approval from the utility. As described in the
January staff report, this maybe the City’s last opportunity to receive incentives from the utility
due to the changes in state regulations.
LED Fixtures Analysis

Staff and the consulting team evaluated three LED manufacturers; Leotek, Philips and GE.
Leotek LEDs is widely used throughout the Cal-Trans jurisdiction and several municipalities in
California. Philips is used through the City of Los Angeles. Los Angeles is using Philips to
retrofit more than 100,000 street lights. The City of San Diego is using GE to replace 14,000
streetlights. Municipalities or agencies made their LED fixture choice based on their individual
lighting criteria, warranty for light fixtures, lighting control options (Adaptive Controls), integration
with future Smart City device, community feedback and specific requirements from their utilities
to receive additional monetary incentives.
For this project costs, options for Adaptive Controls and integration with Smart City device were
evaluated. The evaluation deems Philips LEDs to be the best option because it was
competitively priced and the cobra-heads are Adaptive Control ready. The cobra-heads also
have an additional 4-pin port that will allow one additional Smart City device to be powered, in
addition to the 3pin/7 pin socket (photocontrol receptacles). The 4-pin port is a new standard
feature endorsed by the lighting industry to facilitate standardization of connecting “Smart City”
devices to lighting fixtures. Philips is the first one to include this standard in their cobra-heads.
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Adaptive Control Analysis

Adaptive Controls are nodes installed with the LED lighting fixture that allows wireless controls
(i.e. On/Off, detect malfunction, dimming, energy efficient operations, asset management) of
individual streetlights. These nodes are typically installed on the 3pin/7pin receptacle of a cobra
head fixture or wired inside of a different light fixture. These nodes communicate to the Cloud
(Internet) by either through a central location (gateways) or directly to the Cloud.
Staff and the consulting team evaluated Lumewave by Echelon, City Touch by Philips and Lite
Grid by GE products. These products were evaluated under the following criteria (See
Attachment 3 for detailed Analysis):
1. Flexibility with other LED Light Fixtures
2. Robust communication network design for reliability.
3. Reducing communication failures by limiting the potential number of communication
equipment that may fail. (I.E. No. of gateways)
4.

Warranty of communication equipment and nodes.

5. Costs including nodes, software subscription, cellular signal contracts and warranty
agreements.
6. Flexibility for future Smart City devices. (Open Architecture for Smart City device
to use different device brands)

-

ability

Based on the evaluation, City Touch by Philips passes all 6 criteria. City Touch by Philips is
currently being used by the City of Los Angeles and thus far Los Angeles has no known
complaints about the system. City Touch’s design eliminates communication failures by allowing
the nodes to directly communicate to the Internet (Cloud). The node is also compatible with
multiple cellular companies that addresses cellular dead spot issues throughout the city. Most
importantly, City Touch uses a non-proprietary Application Program Interface (API) Link. An API
Link is a programming protocol that allows different devices to connect to a central point, like a
node and be able to transmit and receive data by sharing a common communication system.
This API Link is used by many Smart City device developers to take advantage of the
communication system being used by the Adaptive Controls.
Integration of Smart City devices in Street Lighting Infrastructure

At this current moment, Smart City devices are continually growing. The growth is driven by a
wide variety of scope of work, needs, technology, ecosystem and solutions needed by users. As
it continues to grow, Smart City integrators have identified street lighting infrastructure, from the
poles to the light fixtures, critical to its deployment. These integrators sees the infrastructure as
a source of power and communication lines which these devices rely on.
The street lighting industry is supporting this initiative by having a standard 3/7pin socket and
now the addition of a new 4-pin sockets on the cobra-heads as power sources and integrating
the communication needs with the Adaptive Control systems.
The LED Replacement Program is providing these needs by purchasing LED fixtures that will
provide power to these devices; and if Adaptive Control Systems are also included in the
project, these Smart City devices will be able to utilize the communication systems, as well.
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Public Safety Analysis

As part of this process, both the Police and Fire Departments were engaged to assess the
lighting quality produced by the LED lights and to determine any effects it may have on their
activities, On April 26, 2018, eight (8) LED streetlights with Adaptive Controls were installed in
the 600 block of North Arden Dr. The neighborhood was notified that these LEDs will be lighting
their streets up to 60 days. Thus far, no complaints have been received.
From April 30, to May 1, 2018, Public Safety evaluated the lighting quality produced by these
lights. As part of the demonstration, different light settings were evaluated. Overall, Public
Safety does not feel there are any negative impacts by installing LED lights. Rather, they
appreciate, regardless of the light settings, that these lights provide a clearer image of the
overall environment compared to the existing street lights. They feel that this improved lighting
quality will enable them to better identify color and activities occurring at night.
FISCAL ANALYSIS

The fiscal analysis is broken into two parts. Part I
The Energy and Cost Savings by
converting to only LEDs and LEDs with Adaptive Controls, respectively. Part 2 is a cost
summary for each LED product and respective the Adaptive Control System. A utility incentive
was also added to this analysis to show the estimated cost for each product option (See Table
7).
—

Overall, the cost for converting the City’s street light system to LEDs will be ranging between
$2.4M to $2.7M with a return on investment period of 10-11 years. By adding an Adaptive
Control System, an additional $1.7 to $1.8M will be needed to purchase the nodes and cellular
contract agreements. This will increase the total project cost between $4.2-$4.5M with a return
on investment period between 15-16 years. For this project, the return on investment is driven
by the energy cost savings of the LEDs. In either options, additional funds will need to be
appropriated to fully support the implementation of this program.
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TABLE 7: FISCAL ANALYSIS SUMMARY
LED New Fixtures
No Adaptive
Controls
Totals
367,000.00
$
120,000.00
$
247,000.00
$

PART I
Estimated Existing Annual Lighting Energy Cost
Estimated ProposedAnnual Lighting Energy Cost
Estimated Annual Lighting Energy Savings
Acivance Controls Savings
$
‘ear
Projected Annual Energy Cost
$

-

I

LED New Fixtures
No Adaptive
Controls
Totals

PART 2
Philips
Estimated Utility Incentive
Net project cost

Payback

Years

*

10

Years

Years

Totals

80,000.00

Additional Cost for
LED with Adaptive Adaptive Controls md.
Controls
Cellular Contract
Totals
Totals

1,753,738.00

15

$ 2,766,720.00 $ 4,570,866.67
$ (52,000.00) $ (52,000.00)
$ 2,714,720.00 $ 4,518,866.67 $

Leotek
Estimated Utility Incentive
Net project cost

Payback

$

$ 2,469,720.00 $ 4,223,458.00
$ (52,000.00) $ (52,000.00)
$ 2,417,720.00 $ 4,171,458.00 $

GE
Estimated Utility Incentive
Net project cost

Payback

120,000

Adaptive Controls
With Dim Values
Totals
367,000.00
$
120,000.00
$
247,000.00
$
40,000.00
$

11
16
$ 2,664,291.43 $ 4,410,608.22
$ (52,000.00) $ (52,000.00)
$ 2,612,891.43 $ 4,358,608.22 $
11
15

1,804,746.67
(Eche!on)*
1,745,716.79

Echelon- Cellular cost is not included in the price. There is also a $12,000 yearly subscription fee for software use.

CONCLUSION

Based on the analyses provided, staff recommends that the Commission fully support the
conversion to LED street lights with the Adaptive Control System. The conversion clearly
demonstrate the environmental and cost saving benefits to the City and the ability to manage
this asset in a variety of way.
For this program, staff is recommending the purchase of the Philips LED and Adaptive Control
System. The Philips products are successful in the City of Los Angeles and other cities world
wide. It passed all the evaluation criteria. It is a cutting-edge product that supports any neat or
long-term Smart City implementation by including accessories and programming protocols that
supports the open architecture concept for future Smart City devices. Finally, it provides the
best cost option for the City which includes a 10-year cellular subscription and best product
warranty.
NEXT STEPS

Once the Commission recommends this project, staff will present it to the City Council Liaison
Committee before asking the Council to execute the project. At this juncture, staff is
recommending to use the National Joint Powers Alliance (NJPA) procurement process and
installation service for the project. Currently, this process is being evaluated by the City’s legal
counsel.
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Once the contract has been awarded, there is a 4 to 6 weeks procurement for cobra head
products and 8-10 weeks for specialty fixtures. Installation can lasts up to 6 months and
commissioning of the LEDs including Adaptive Controls can lasts up to 3 weeks.
FISCAL IMPACT
Funding in the amount of $2.5M has been budgeted for this project. Based on the preliminary
cost estimates, procuring and installing the Philips LED5 alone will cost over $2.4M after
incentives. With the proposal to add the Philips City Touch Adaptive Control System, the total
cost of the project is estimated to teach $4.2 M. If the Commission supports the
recommendation, an additional $2.0 M will need to be appropriated to fund the project.
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ATTACHMENT 1: ELECTRICAL AND COST SAVING ANALYSIS

TABLE 1: ENERGY SAVINGS SUMMARY

MWh
Existing
System
4761

MWh
LEDs
1508

MWh
Saved
3254

Additional
MWh Saved
With
Adaptive
Controls
527

Total
MWh
Saved
3781

TABLE 2: COST SAVINGS SUMMARY
LED New
Fixtures No
Adaptive
Controls

PART 1
Estimated Existing Annual Lighting Energy Cost
Estimated Proposed Annual Lighting Energy Cost
Estimated Annual Lighting Energy Savings
Advance Controls Savings
1st Year Estimated Energc Savings
Project Annual Energy Cost

$
$
$
$
$
$

Totals
367,000
120,000
247,000

Adaptive
Controls With
Dim Values

$
$
$
$
247,000 $
120,000 $
-

Totals
367,000
120,000
247,000
40,000
287,000
80,000.00

ATTACHMENT 2: LED FIXTURE ANALYSIS
Leotek, Philips and GE lighting fixtures provide the necessary lighting quality and requirements
for the Beverly Hills. All fixtures carry 3000K and 4000K color temperature, provide necessary
light distribution and luminescence for Beverly Hills. Each cobra head product has a 3pin/7pin
receptacle that allows the attachment or operation of one node that can be either used to
operate the light fixture (Adaptive Controls) or be used to power one Smart City device that uses
the same receptacle. The three products were very similar in cost and Adaptive Control and
Smart City ready. Out of the three products, Philips offers the 4-pin connector socket called
Zhaga Book 18 which was recently adopted by the Zhaga Consortium, which is an association
of global lighting companies that standardizes accessories and equipment for LED fixtures
(luminaires). The Zhaga Book 18 helps bring the Internet of Things (loT) to outdoor LED
fixtures. This new standard makes it easy to upgrade LED fixtures by adding or changing a 24
volt modules that provides sensing and communication capabilities.

TABLE 3:LED FIXTURE ANALYSIS
3PIN/7

Smart

Additional

City

SmartCity

Cobra-

PIN

Adaptive

Device

Device

Brand

Head

SOCKET

Control Ready

Ready

Philips

YES

YES

YES

YES

Input
YES*

Warranty Length
10-years

Estimated Cost
$4.2 M
$4.4M
$4.6M

Leotek

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

10-years

GE

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

10-yeats

*

Tool Less Receptacle Standard (TLRSR) Zhaga Book 18. Zhaga Book 18 is the standard
interlace that allows a Smart City sensor or communication module to be connected to LED
fixtures.

ATTACHMENT 3: ADAPTIVE CONTROL ANALYSIS
For years, the interior of buildings has had the provisions of an Energy Management System to
control lighting, HVAC and other electrical infrastructures with precision detail and monitoring
data to support its value. Exterior lighting has simply been a timeclock or time of day point or
photocell as the only control features.
Today, with the advancement of LED fixtures and Adaptive Control Devices, such as the node,
streetlights can now be operated remotely (wirelessly) by installing these nodes on top of each
LED light fixtures and using a Computer Management System (CMS) to operate and manage
these streetlights. These nodes are able to do such things because it contains:
1. Communication chip (cellular chip)- Direct Contact to the Cloud (Internet)
2. GPS Chip

—

Self locates to service

3. Energy Meter with a 0.5% accurate reporting of usage
4. Photocell- works as fail safe to turn lights on and off, dusk to dawn.
By using Adaptive Control Systems, users can benefit from the following functions:
1. Individually turn On/Off each street light without sending a crew.
2. Individually Adjust Brightness (Dimming)
3. Schedule streetlights to be ON/OFF
4. Monitor Energy Consumption

—

adjust dimming sequence to maximize energy reduction.

5. Get notification when the lights are out and call for service.
6. Help predict the life end of a light fixture (luminaire)
Before analyzing each Adaptive Controls brand, it is imperative to understand the mechanism of
how Adaptive Controls works. First, nodes are installed in individual light fixtures where it
communicates with a Gateway by either using a standard wireless signal or radio frequency
(RF). Gateways are then connected to a cellular modem (cellular signal) where it communicates
with the Cloud (Internet) where the software resides and can be operated by users. (See Figure
1).

FIG. I ADAPTIVE CONTROLS COMMUNICATION FLOW
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Since Adaptive Controls rely on cellular signal to transmit data to the Cloud, users will need to
have an agreement with a cellular provider company or the agreement is included in the
purchase of the Adaptive Control hardware and system.
For this project, staff and the consulting team assessed the Echelon, Philips and GE products.
Typically, these Adaptive Controls work best if it shares the same brand for the light fixture. As
shown in Table 1, Echelon and Philips are compatible with most brands and GE is only
compatible with GE light fixtures.

Table 4— LED Light Fixture and Adaptive Control Pairings
Adaptive Control

Light Fixture Brand

Echelon

Leotek, most brands

Philips

Philips, most brands

GE

GE

Table 5 and Table 6 provide a comparison between the different brand options. The tables show
that both Echelon and GE rely on the Gateway network system to communicate with each node
and the Gateway system communicates to the Cloud to operate the streetlights.
On the other hand, Philips’ nodes are equipped with a cellular chip that directly communicates
with the Cloud for operation. Although Gateways are a good technology, it provides a single
point of failure in the field that is obstructed by tree growth or new building construction or
simply another device to manage in the network. The Philips system resolves this issue by
allowing the node to directly talk to the Cloud which eliminates concerns of communication

failures as discussed. Philips ensures that cellular signal to the Cloud will not be failing by
having its node compatible with multiple cellular carriers. Philips does this by installing the
cellular chip that has the strongest signal where the nodes are deployed and uses a roaming
signal if needed. If the communication starts to fail, Philips, at no to minimal cost will resolve the
issue
Cellular Contracts
Since Adaptive Controls highly rely on cellular signals to operate, it was important to look at
cellular packages for each system. Cellular contract is not included in the Echelon system and
the user will need to negotiate a single cellular carrier contract to operate the system through
the Cloud. On the other hand, GE and Philips include a 10-year cellular contract. The difference
between the two is that Philips uses multiple carriers a cellular provider while AT&T is GE’s sole
cellular provider. Knowing there are cellular carrier dead spots in Beverly Hills, it is advisable to
use a system that is compatible with multiple cellular carriers.
Flexibility with the future of Smart City Devices
As mentioned in the body of the report, Smart City devices is growing and evolving rapidly.
Knowing that Adaptive Control Systems can be used to deploy and use these devices, it is
important that the City selects a system that provides flexibility and support the concept of “open
architecture.” In this assessment, staff and the consulting team recommends using a system
that utilizes an Application Program Interface (API) Link. An API Link is a programming protocol
that allows different devices to connect to a central point, like a node and be able to transmit
and receive data by sharing a common communication system. As an example, a sound sensor
that is API Link compatible is connected to a street light fixture that is also API Link. The sound
sensor can then communicate to its operating system in the Cloud using the street light fixture
communication system. It is important to note that API Link is not a proprietary programming
protocol and is used by many different devices.
Currently, only the Philips’s City Touch Adaptive Control system uses an API Link which
suggests the product supports the “open infrastructure” design for Smart City devices.

TABLE 5- ADAPTIVE CONTROL ENGINEERING PRODUCT SUMMARY NO.1
Control
Product

LED Fixture
Compatible

LEOTEK,
most brands

Echelon

Philips, most
brands

City Touch

GE

LiteGrid
*

Echelon

-

0-lOv
Step Dim

yes

yes

yes

Auto
Outage
Report

yes

yes

yes

Software
Close to
RealTime
Data

Gateway
Node
Supports

Line of Sight
Communication

yes

2000

Up to 4 miles

yes

NA

Direct Comm. to the
Cloud

yes

500

No. of
Estimated
Gateways Warranty
Cost
for BH

4

5-yeats
(rY

$1 7*

included)

500m
(l000ft)

NA

10-year
std.

$1.7M

10

5-year
std.
1 0-year
ext.

$1.8M

Cellular cost is not included in the price. There is also a $12,000 yearly subscription fee for software use.

TABLE 6— ADAPTIVE CONTROLS ENGINEERING SUMMARY NO. 2

ADAPTIVE
BRAND

CELLULAR

CELLULAR COST

CELLULAR

CELLULAR

CELLULAR

GATEWAY

INCLUDED

CARRIER

MODEM

SPEED

(WIRELESS)

API LINK*

CONTROL

SOFTWARE

SOFTWARE SUBSCRIPTION

SOFTWARE

SUBSCRIPTION

COST

Single Carrier
Negotiated by
Echelon

YES

NO*

USER CHOICE

YES

YES**

NO

4G/LTE

NA

NO
YES

LUMISIGHI2
CITYTOUCH

YES

YES

the User
MULTIPLE**

YES

Philips

NO

$1500 + $2/NODE
NA

GE

YES

YES***

AT&T

YES

3G

YES

NO

LIGHT GRID

NO

NA

=

$12,000/YR

*ECHELON CELLULAR COST WILL HAVE TO BE ARRANGED SEPARATELY BY THE CITY
**PHILIPS CELLU LAR COST 10 YEAR CONTRACT ADMINISTERED BY SMS THROUGH PHILIPS. AGREEMEN
T WITH MULTIPLE CARRIERS. CELL MODEM NOT REQUIRED
***GE CELLULAR COST-iD YEAR CONTRACT WITH Afl&T ADMINISTERED BY GE. AGREEMENT WITH AT&T.
CELL MODEM REQUIRED
*
API LNK: Application Programming Interface (API)) is a set of subroutine definitions, protocols, and tools for building application software. Allows to link with CMS and
GATEWAY SYSTEMS
-
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PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
MEMORANDUM

TO:

Public Works Commission

FROM:

Josette Descalzo, Environmental Compliance and Sustainability
Programs Manager

DATE:

June 14, 2018

SUBJECT:

Implementation Plan for the LED Street Light Replacement Program
Update

BACKGROUND
Since January 2018, the LED Street Light Replacement Program has been discussed with the
Public Works Commission and the IT Technical Committee regarding the program
implementation and technical analyses of the LED fixtures (luminaires) and the Adaptive Control
System (lighting control system). The commission and technical committee supported staff’s
recommendation to move forward and to include additional public outreach events
(demonstration). In addition, staff provided additional information in response to requests from
both Public Works Commission and IT Technical Committee. Members from both Public Works
Commission and IT Technical Committee members had a meeting with a Philips representative
on May 22, 2018 to discuss these questions ranging from blue light concerns to the potential of
the communication systems used in the lighting control system (City Touch). Additional
information is still being gathered around these topics.
The program was recently presented to the City Council Public Works Liaison on May 31, 2018.
Mayor Gold and Council Member Wunderlich were presented with a project update including
meetings and demonstrations to date, and upcoming community outreach events. The liaison
requested that staff lists the benefits and disadvantages of having a lighting control system and
present it to the commission and City Council.

DISCUSSION
The following report provides an update to the commission regarding the latest progress of the
program.
Community Outreach Events
Public Works staff scheduled two LED Street Light Demonstration nights on June 4 and June 11
from 9:00 PM to 10:00 PM. The demonstration nights was located at the 600 block of North
Arden Dr. The purpose of the demonstration nights is to introduce residential LED lighting to
the community (both warmth and intensity) and to demonstrate the lighting controls which can
adjust the brightness of the streetlights.
During the June 4 demonstration night, seven members of the community participated during
the demonstration. The participants agreed that the streets are better lit with these LED5, but at
100% lit, it was too bright. Using the lighting control software, staff adjusted the brightness level
to their comfort and the median setting was set between 50-60% brightness. The participants

also commented that the street light should be able to better light the sidewalk, but not to intrude
into residents’ homes. Staff is addressing these concerns by including the analysis and
mitigation, such as shielding, in the scope of work. The comment also suggests that the
community is asking for pedestrian lighting in which the program is not pursuing at this time and
will be considered as part of the complete streets.
Due to the reporting deadline, the results of the June 11 demonstration night will be shared
during staff’s presentation in this meeting.
Blue Light Concern
Another item that was discussed during the May commission meeting was the “blue-light”
component of LED streetlights and how it is potentially harmful to humans. Currently, there are
no “blue-light” standards for LED lighting or other existing lighting technologies such as high
pressure sodium (HPS), metal halides (MH) or Mercury Vapor, etc. The concern stemmed from
the 2012 American Medical Association (AMA) Council on Science and Public Health reports
stating that “blue-rich” LEDs streetlights maybe potentially harmful to humans. The 2012 AMA
report was based on the Vt generation LED street lights which were in the 5000K and higher
correlated color temperature (CCT) LEDs. As a result, policies were issued to address it. The
first policy is to minimize and controlling blue-rich environmental lighting by using the lowest
emission of blue light possible to reduce glare and encourage the use of 3000K or lower lighting
for outdoor such as roadways. Secondly, all LED lighting should be properly shielded to
minimize glare and detrimental human and environmental effects and consideration should be
given to utilize the ability of LED lighting to be dimmed for off-peak time periods.
The Illuminating Engineering Society (IES), similar to ANSI for illumination, responded to these
reports and policies by agreeing to some of the AMA’s recommendation such as proper optics
and shielding to reduce glare and light trespass. The IES further supports the AMA
recommendation to consider the ability to reduce light levels during off-peak periods. However
the IES disagrees with the policy prescribing a color temperature for LED lighting. IES also calls
for multidisciplinary research of occupational and environmental exposure to light at night in
order to develop standards for the benefit of public health and safety. The US Department of
Energy also responded to the “blue-light” issue by releasing an Optical Safety on LEDs report in
2013 and expanding on that report in the Street Lighting and Blue Light Frequently Asked
Questions February 2017 report. In the Optical Safety of LED report, the US Department of
Energy (DOE) cites that according to international standards, no light source that emits white
light such as LEDs and other lighting technologies and is used in general lighting applications
such as indoor lighting that provides a uniform level of illumination throughout an area is
considered hazardous. Likewise, the DOE 2017 report demonstrated that the blue-light content
in LEDs are not much greater compared to existing lighting technologies.
As for this project, staff is using all currently available information that will address both the bluelight issue and vehicle and pedestrian safety requirements. In doing so, the project is proposed
to use 3000K LEDs in residential areas, and if needed, add additional shielding to prevent light
trespass to residential homes. The Philips products being proposed has a built-in shield on the
luminaire to prevent light trespass. By including these two factors, the City will, at the minimum,
meet the AMA’s recommendation. Secondly, the project is recommending the inclusion of the
lighting control system that would be able to dim the streetlights during off-peak periods. These
systems are also consistent in following both the AMA’s and IES recommendations. Lastly, the
Philips luminaires are “Dark Sky Compliant”, meaning that the lighting fixture is fully shielded
and able to minimize the amount of blue light in the nighttime environment.
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In addition to these findings, staff requested Philips to send the blue-light spectrum test results
for their luminaires. The tests results were explained during a conference call meeting and
provided the following key points:
1. Blue-light is present on LED Street Light Luminaire. Major and reputable LED
manufacturers have similar blue-light intensity in their product.
2. The amount of blue-light in these LEDs is equivalent to the blue light emitted from the
moon.
3. Properly selecting the correct luminescence and controlling the brightness output can
reduce the blue-light intensity.
Based on the information, the proposed project addresses all the safety issues related to LED
streetlights.
Communication Systems used in Lighting Control System (City Touch)
Staff, members of both IT Tech Committee and Public Works Commission met with a Philips
representative to discuss in the detail the communication system used in City Touch. Overall,
the cellular communication system was designed to provide reliable and efficient controls of the
LED streetlights at a low cost.
Updated Fiscal Analysis
As previously presented, the fiscal analysis only considered the electrical costs savings to
provide a return on investment (ROl) period. Based on comments from subsequent meetings,
staff was requested to incorporate an estimated annual re-lamping cost, which includes labor
and materials. Based on staff estimate, the City spends $138,000 annually on replacing lamps.
With this estimate, the estimated annual savings without the lighting controls is $385,000 a year
and with the lighting controls is $425,000. Therefore, ROl for LEDs without lighting controls is
between 6-7 yeats and with lighting controls it is between 10-11 years.
Benefits and Disadvantages of the Lighting Control Systems
As a result of the liaison meeting, staff is presenting the benefits and disadvantages of the
lighting control system (City Touch)
Benefits:
1. Provide an additional 10% (78%) energy savings which is equivalent to savings up to
$287,000 per year (out of $367,000 annual energy cost)
2. Individual control of each street light (ON/OFF) without sending a crew.
3. Capability to individually adjust brightness (Dimming) which will allow the City to meet
the AMA’s recommendation to dim the streetlights during off-peak periods. This feature
will also allow us to extend the lifetime of LEDs beyond the 10 year warranty contract.
4. Monitor Energy Consumption adjust dimming sequence to maximize energy reduction.
5. Send notification on lighting system faults which includes power outages and calls for
service.
6. Help predict the life end of a light fixture (luminaire running time). Modify lighting
replacement program from yearly to as-needed
7. Asset management tool that will store luminaire, light pole, location of the pole (GPS),
cabinets, luminaire running time, and having the ability to link a work order system with
City Touch.
—
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8. Connected lighting system can be used to drive Smart City growth and transformation.
Disadvantages:

1. Cost additional investment of $2M for the lighting control system (City Touch). Return
of investment (ROl) increases from 6 years (no lighting controls) to 10 years.
2. The modem communication system will not be able to support devices that requires high
bandwidth and data transfers such as CCTV using the cellular signal that is included in
the product cost.
--

NEXT STEPS

Staff will be presenting the project during the June 19, 2018 City Council Study Session and
seek Council’s recommendation to move forward with the development of the scope of work and
contract development. As part of the recommendation, staff will be seeking the City Council’s
approval to appropriate an additional $2.5M in funds to include the purchase of the lighting
control systems and for contingency.
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